
MOTIVATION IN INDIAN ARMEDFORCE

Is the â€œlove for the countryâ€• only motivation factor for Indian soldiers and the Indian army? Or there are other
factors? What motivates the soldier.

Probably, above motivations are enough for youngsters to attract them towards the challenging carrier in
armed forces and to serve the nation. Israel has been able to counter conventional and unconventional threats
by its superior qualitative edge. OROP to Military Veterans is a well recognized and accepted concept almost
by every single political party in the country. The Indian army portrays the issues of recruitment and retention
as a recent problem unique to this country, while it is a worldwide phenomenon. Discipline, hard and good
training, tough but understanding officers, ways of military life, its core values, are few more contributes
factors to motivation. Job Security and Economic Stability: In the current economic scenario, having a good
and respected government job is the best because of the job security. When you wear heels, she wears her
combat boots. It is important to see the other Armies and their methods of motivation. The Pakistan Armed
Forces own the country and are extremely motivated. Three lions facing the four directions are again Buddhist
in significance. The name of the country comes much later. To motivate our army, their needs should be well
taken care of; i. Battle Honours are official commemoration of battles, actions or engagements and are
awarded to Regiments whose units or sub-units have taken active and creditable part in these operations. God
is with us This philosophy has an indirect effect on motivation for Indian soldiers Apart from this philosophy;
there are different direct factors, which have bearing on motivational aspects. When the bugle calls, they shall
rise and march again. Facilities for Entire Family: Officers in armed forces are eligible for facilities like free
schooling to children, free medical facilities to dependents, Canteen facilities, loan facilities, excellent
accommodation, free air tickets for you and all your family anywhere in India once in a year. The Indian Army
had to be prepared, motivated and led in a country with practically no military culture. There has been
considerable research undertaken in the field of combat motivation. Like the US it motivates them to join and
stay in the Armed Forces. Constant relocation for the officers also ensures that the spouses cannot afford to
pursue successful civil careers, while balancing it with a healthy family life. In most of the other professions
motivation is not connected with life and death. The studies indicate that fighting spirit, aggressiveness and
high morale has led to higher combat efficiency. Yet the Government did not have the magnanimity to pay
him his arrears of pay as a Field Marshal till a few days before his death or give him a farewell when he
passed away befitting a national hero. Wound Medal  July 5, , am IST V Mahalingam in In Search of
Propriety India TOI A soldier loves his family the most and it is for their welfare that he chooses to sacrifice
comfort, endure hardships and above all risk his life in a career which most in the country keep away from.
They are extremely dedicated and motivated. Possibly it can be rated as professional and combat hardened.
The Indo â€” Pak war was not a run of the mill military operation. We are under devastating fire. There is no
second position in battle. The Armed Forces are deeply respected in the United States. Recruitment and
retention are important policy concerns for the UK Ministry of Defence.


